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Nonlinear photons in the universe
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A nonlinear theory of electrodynamics is generated by nonminimal coupling with gravitation. As a result,
the photon acquires a mass which depends on the value of the scalar of curvature. A homogeneous

isotropic/anisotropic universe filled with such nonlinear photons is presented,

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most remarkable consequences of the
theory of general relativity was the prediction of
the bending of light in a gravitational field. This
proves that the photon has a passive gravitational
energy and, consequently, by means of the equival-
ence principle, it must have an active gravitation-
al energy, too, which should be responsible for
the curvature of space-time generated by photons.
Such an influence of gravitation on the behavior of
light was shown by Eddington ina memorable ex-
position. ' Since then, it has been the subject of a
large number of experimental observations. How-
ever, the set of equations which governs the cou-
pled system of electrodynamics and gravitation
may still be in an incomplete form: We do not
really know the behavior of electric and magnetic
fields in a strong gravitational, field.

In order to arrive at a reasonable theoretical
framework, one starts by assuming the so-called
minimal coupling principle. Owing to this prin-
ciple, the equations of motion of electrodynamics
in a curved space can be obtained from Maxwell's
equations in a flat Minkowski universe without am-
biguity. Additional terms which contain the curva-
ture of space-time are usually disregarded for
a priori reasons, such as the difficulty of com-
patibility of such terms with charge conservation,
for instance, or the high degree of arbitrariness
contained in such a coupling.

Irrespective of these arguments, we start here
an exhaustive and systematic analysis of nonmini-
mal coupling between vector W, and tensor g„,
fields. The main reason which induced us to under-
take such a study is linked to the subject of nonlin-
earities in electrodynamics. These nonlinearit-
ies are contained naturally in such nonminimal
coupling . .

Traditionally, nonlinearities in electrodynamics
are introduced either by an ad hoc assumption
(e.g. , Born and Infeld) or by introduction of quan-
tum effects (Euler and Heisenberg; see also
Akhiezer and Berestetski' for a more detailed dis-

or

L, =v'-g R W~R~g

L„=l-gR„„W W .

In the present paper we w'ill limit our discussion
to the case in w'hich the Lagrangian L, has to be
added to Maxwell's electrodynamics.

The effects of adding such a term to the equation
of motion can be interpreted as giving to the pho-
ton a mass proportional to the scalar of curva-
ture. As a consequence, the theory will also
break conformal invariance. The discussion on
massive electrodynamics has an extensive biblio-
graphy (see Ref. 4 for an up-to-date review).
However, as we will see in this paper, the mass

y R ' ' introduces some very peculiar prope r-
ties not contained in the usual models.

II. THE MODEL

The equations of motions are obtained from the
Lagrangian L, which consists of three parts,

L=L„+L~+Lc~

w'here

discussion). The general belief was that the non-
linear theory could change drastically the proper-
ties of the field in the neighborhood of an electron,
and so could provide a successful electron model.

Other models, however, have been proposed with
different leitmotives. It seems worthwhile to re-
call here a recent interesting suggestion which
adds to the usual Maxwell equations a term derived
from a Lagrangian of the type I.=X(W, W')', where
X is a constant. Such a term, which further breaks
gauge invariance, can give rise to an inelastic
photon-photon interaction. This term has been
used tentatively to give an alternative explanation
to galactic red-shift anomalies. ' ' The theory we
will explore here breaks the gauge invariance,
too. To first order in the curvature, we can have
two possibilities, either
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1L„=
k

v'-g (1+XW„W )R,

gF
~C ~matter ~

in w'hich F „=W,ll„- 8'„l,„A. is a constant w'ith

the same dimensionality as Einstein's coupling
constant k, that is (energy) 'x (length), and R is
the scalar curvature defined by

W +JX
ll~ (4)

in which we have added an extra current J'. Tak-
ing the divergence of expression (4) yields the
modified law' of charge conservation

J"i„- k
(RW )()~=0. (5)

At this point w'e can follom tmo distinct proce-
dures: Either we assume that charge is conserv-
ed, and thus impose the constraint (R W'}~~ „=0,
or we allow for charge creation by the gravitation-
al field. In this latter case the number of created
particles depends on the value of the scalar of
curvature through Eq. (5). Note that creation of
charge in our model can occur only at a region of
curved space-time where the scalar of curvature
is not null. This condition, of course, is not a
sufficient condition for particle creation, but it
is a necessary one.
'

The effect of a breakdown of charge conservation
~ on a cosmological scale was analyzed, some years
ago, by Lyttleton and Bondi' and criticized by
Hoyle. ' The essential idea of the Lyttleton-Bondi
(LB) analysis rests on the observation that a slight
difference in the magnitude of electric charges of
the proton and the electron could give rise to a re-
pulsive force. On a cosmic scale, the result could
be an alternative explanation to the observed ex-
pansion of the universe. The modification suggest-
ed by LB consists in adding a mass term e W,S""
to Maxwell's Lagrangian, alloming for a non-null

the double bar represents a covariant derivative.
From the Lagrangian (1), by variation of g,„, we
obtain the equations of motion

(1+XW )G~„-X W g~„+Xw )„ii„+kRW~W„

= -kZ„„-kr,*„, (2)

in.w'hich T,*, represents the stxess-energy tensor
of the matter, W' is the norm 8'„9 ', and g» is
Maxwell' s tensor

&»=F~ F "v+4g»FwF ~-ON

By variation of W' in (1) we obtain

divergence of the potential vector W". Then they
construct a cosmological solution of a universe
filled with such massive photons. The result is a
steady-state (de Sitter-type) cosmological config-
urationn.

Hoyle' in a subsequent paper has shown that the
Lyttleton-Bondi model is equivalent to the intro-
duction of a fluid with negative energy that could
be constructed w'ith a scalar field. As a conse-
quence, the equation of motion w'hich gives the be-
havior of LB electrodynamics in an expanding
'steady-state homogeneous and isotropic universe
is similar to the equation of Hoyle's C field, which
is responsible for matter creation. Thus, the ef-
fect of the proposed modification of electrodynam-
ics through the Lyttleton-Bondi hypothesis is in-
distinguishable —with respect to cosmic effects—
from Hoyle 's model of continuous creation of matter.

Although there is a point of contact with the
Lyttleton-Bondi scheme of modified electrodynam-
ics, the model me investigate here is very distinct
from their proposal. The crucial differences is
contained in the introduction of nonbnearities
through the dependence of the mass term on the
scalar of curvature. Actually, many new' features
appear in our model which have no equivalent in
LB's. For instance, as me mill show next, our
model does not admit a cosmological steady-state
configuration. Such a solution, w'hich is a typical
property of the Lyttleton-Bondi model, is indeed
the main point of contact of the LB model and
Hoyle's version of continuous creation of matter.

Let us come back now to our Eq. (2). Taking
the trace of this equation, we find

R =AT* -3xGW', (6)

which exhibits explicitly the nonlinear of our mod-
el. It seems worthwhile to remark here that such a
a type of nonlinearity behavior of our model can
be introduced in an equivalent way without making
an appeal to nonminimal coupling with gravitation.
Indeed, if we consider a Lagrangian of the form

g„= F„,F""+E( W W—„ii„),

a straightforward calculation shows that the equa-
tion of motion obtained from such g„ is precisely
Eq. (7) (without the trace term, of course).

The wave equation for the potential vector W" is
given by

3xw"+R' w"-(w" )~"= ( w')w"
lit

where T* is the trace of the stress-energy tensor.
Thus, we obtain from Eq. (4)

3xF'" = ( w'}w'-~v*w"+z"
lll
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in the absence of currents and matter. The first
two terms of this equation are nothing but de
Rahm's wave operator in curved space. The third
term is proportional to the gradient of the varia-
tion of the scalar of curvature in the W" direc-
tion.

A case of particular interest occurs when we
can neglect the second and the third terms and
simplify Eq. (8) to the expression

potential vector W is for ~=0. Thus, we obtain
the equation R ', =0. Owing to the symmetry con-
ditions of such a universe, R 0 is identically null
and remains the unique equation

R', =0.

Now it is straightforward to verify that the above
equation is not compatible with the remaining set
of equations (11).

3 2
w' — ( w'}w'=0.

k (9) III. NONLINEAR EQUATION

W' -~,W' W'=-eg"(W') . W",
lf'

ll &
(10)

in which e is a constant, e =- 3X'/k.
The left-hand side has a striking analogy to the

equation that governs the electric field inside a
nonlinear dielectric, due, for instance, to the de-
pendence of the dielectric constant on light inten-
sity. One may interpret Eq. (10) as having given
origin to a generalized relativistic Kerr effect. .

Let us give here, for completeness, the equa-
tion of motion obtained from the Lagrangian

E
L =4-g R+

k
W "W R„v +g M,„„,ii.

This equation has some very interesting proper-
ties of its own. Let us rewrite it in a Gaussian
system of coordinates, where

ds' = dt ' -g, , (x)dx'dx'.

We have

The scalar equation associated with (9) has the
form

(I)+ ~ t(, ( Q }$ = 0,

where p, is constant. This equation has an inter-
est of its own. Let us examine some properties
of it under two special circumstances:

(i) The background geometry is flat (Minkowsk-
ian).

(ii) The geometry represents an expanding homo-
geneous and isotropic Friedmann universe.

Let us loo'k for a stationary solution, where (I)

depends only on one variable, say ~. Equation
(13}turns into

0 (1+V'0')+u'00" =0

in which

(t) = d(I)/d}t.

A solution of this equation can be found under the
form

From the variational principle we obtain

R~, —2Rg„„=2e ( W W )i )sg„— ( W„W, )

+ ( W W(, ) l,)((() + 2R„((„w„)W

mx+ yg= arc sinh(p (t))+p(1+ p'p2)'~', (15)

and

-R~g W W g~v

= —kT*„

=-—R W
llv k v (12)

It seems worthwhile to remark here that even in
the case of a homogeneous and isotropic universe
the equations of motion obtained from Lagrangian

L, =v'-g RW„W' are distinct from those given by
I.„=v'-gR„,W" W". Indeed, the set of Eqs. (11)
and (12), unlike the set (2) and (4), does not ad-
mit a Friedmann-type universe. This can be
shown by the following arguments. Owing to the
isotropy of the universe, the electric and mag-
netic vectors are null. Thus, from Eq. (12),
R„,Wv must vanish.

However, the unique non-null component of the

where rn and n are arbitrary constants. Let us
now consider the case of Friedmann geometry.
The infinitesimal length is given in a coordinate
system (t, X, 0, p) by

ds'= dt' —a'(t)Ldy'+o'(lt)(de'+sin'8 do')].

The function o(lt) may assume the values X, sinX,
or sinhX, in which cases the 3-geometry has a
constant curvature which is flat, positive, or
negative, respectively.

We set (t)=P(t). Then Eq. (13) assumes the form

1 d, ~d ~ d(, ~d

a dt dt a~ dt k dt

A str aightforward integration yields

art:sinh(md)+d(1+p. () i' Bf(a d'i, '='
in which p is an arbitrary constant. This last ex-
pression can be directly integrated for different
Friedmann models, once the function a(t) is given.
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IV. THE ENERGY BALANCE

Let us return now to the original set of equations
(2.4). In general the divergence of the current
does not vanish. Thus, it gives a contribution to
the balance of energy which we will now evaluate.
Taking the divergence of Eq. (2), one obtains

2(W) g'R ——J
II

W RW W
IIill

or finally, after some simplifications,

T +Pv E Pvg
llfj v ll 0. (23)

We have

E —II„——T* ' (18)

The first term on the right-hand side give the
rate of work of the field; the second term is the
contribution to the energy due to the created part-
icles.

(Xp ng & egE„ ill
=F

f ~E

ll„+E„~llew

F +2E E(~ll

or, using the antisymmetry of F„,

EP1J E v gg 0.
ll~ (20)

in which the total current J* is defined by the
expression

(21)

We have

Thus, using the above rel"tions we obtain

From Eq. (4) we obtain, as in Maxwell's electro-
dynamics, the relation

V. CONFORMAL TRANSFORMATION

It seems worthwhile to call attention to the fact
that the present model is not equivalent to a local
rescaling of all existing masses in the universe,
leaving the photon mass to be null. The ultimate
reason for this is the behavior of the theory under
a conformal transformation.

The situation is very different as, for instance,
in scalar-tensor theories. Indeed, many authors
have shown that scalar-tensor theories of the Jor-
dan type (with a cosmic variation of the gravita-
tional coupling constant) are conformally related
to theories with continuous creation of matter
(either steady state or not). This is a consequence
of the existence of a unique free function for both
theories and of the behavior of these models under
a conformal map. Harrison' has shown that a con-
formal transformation g,„-g„„=P'g, „coupled to
the change of the scalar field P- p= p

' induces
the equality

where the symbol = means equality of the Euler-
Lagrangian equations (that is, up to a divergence
term). A direct calculation can relate the values
of the constants 9, C, and D in terms of (d, p, ,
A, and S. Thus, all scalar-tensor theories are
conformally equivalent. However, this is not the
situation in vector-tensor theories. The point is
that if we try to generate a mapping which brings
our model (with a space-time-dependent photon
mass) to a theory in which all other masses in
the universe are altered (retaining Maxwell's elec-
trodynamics), then we inevitably introduce non-
linearities into the equation of motion of the vec-
tor field. The reason is simple, and is elucidated
in the above analysis of the conformal map. In or-
der to eliminate the nonminimal coupling term w' e

are obliged to set the conformal function to be pro-
portional to some power of W'. This will give
origin to the nonlinear terms, as can be easily
seen. Thus, our model cannot be reduced to a re-
scaling of masses in Maxwell's electrodyramics.
Actually, this seems to be a generic situation for
nonminimal coupling with gravitation for non-null
spin fields.

I

VI. THE COSMIC SOLUTION

In this section we w'ill give a cosmic solution of
our set of equations obtained by the nonminimal
coupling of electrodynamics and gravitation. We
will try here to answer the following question: As-
suming the existence of a universe filled with such
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nonlinear photons, what are the global properties
of such a cosmos? As w'e w'ill show', there is a
solution of our set of Eqs. (2) and (4) which repre
sents a homogeneous and isotropic universe. How-
ever, contrary to the usual Friedmann cosmolog-
ies in which in explicit function for the radius of
the universe with time is not in general available,
our solution has a simple explicit form, as we w'ill

see.
As there is no privileged direction in space, in

w'hich the electric and the magnetic vectors could
point, we conclude that both vectors must vanish.
From Eq. (4), the scalar of curvature must vanish,
too,

Q= '(-2et+b).
a

Let us make some comments on these solutions.
We remark first of all that, as we have said, a
simple explicit form for the function a(t) is avail-
able w'hen the cosmos is filled with such nonlinear
photons. '

Constants 6, c, and Q, are not completely arbi-
trary. They have to satisfy a constraint w'hich is
linked to the definition of Q. As in the isotropic
world there is a privileged direction, the vector
W" must be of the form W' =($, 0, 0, 0). We have
set a derivative on g just to recall that W~ is a
gradient. Thus, we have

R =0. (25) 1+ay'= Q,(- at+ b)(-et' +bt+ c) '".
As a consequence, charge is conserved. Equation
(25) may be written equivalently,

W2 =0. (26)

Let us define a function Q=-1+) W2. Then the
set of Eqs. (2) and (4) can be written in the form

Qlf llI
RPlj Q 7

Q=0. (28)

W'e look for a solution of this set of equations in
which the infinitesimal element of length has the
form

ds ' = dt ' -a '(t) f dx' +o (lt) (do + sin'o do')] . (29)

R 0=3—,a

a a 2 g
R =-- -2—+——

a a a g
(30)

a a 1 g g 1
R =R =-- -2—+——+2

=
3 a a2 a2 g g2

in which an overdot means time derivative.
The covariant derivatives of Q are given by

Q llo=Q,
lo

0
ll~

=Q-ll =Q
ll

= --Q.h j2 13 a ~

From this, w'e obtain the result that the 3-curva-
ture "~R must be a constant.

Let us define c = -&' 'R. Then e may assume the
values 0, +1, -1. Correspondingly, the function
o(X) may be X, sinx, or sinhx. The solution is
easily obtained:

a(t) = (-~t '+bt+c)'", (32)

After some simple calculations we obtain the equa-
tions for a(t) and Q(t).

The values of the curvature are

In the case of a closed model, a positive value of
4 implies the existence of tw'o real roots t, and t, .
The universe starts to exist at t =t, and ends at

The value t, -t, measures the total life of
such a universe. The maximum point of expansion
is given by the value t =—,'b. A remarkable conse-
quence of the above set of equations is the impos-
sibility of a steady-state regime. Indeed, for the
Euclidean section, the equations of motion are giv-
en by

a Q

a a' (35)

a a aQ
+

a a' a Q' (36)

Qa' = constant. (37)

It is easy to recognize that this set does not admit
the de Sitter function e~', where H is a constant,
as a possible value for the solution. This could
well be guessed by Eq. (25) which is nothing, in
the Lyttleton-Bondi formulation, but the annihila-
tion of the photon mass. Thus, although there is
a point of contact between our present model and
LB's suggestion, their main result —besides other
properties —does not occur in our theory.

Let us examine this relation for the three possi-
ble values of e separately. In the case of e =0,

thence/'=Q,

b/a-1. If X is negative, then Q,
must be negative too, once b is a positive con-
stant.

In the closed universe, XP' =(Qga)(-2t+b) 1. -
In the case of a negative X, then Q, must be posi-
tive and b negative. Finally, for the open model,
if g is negative, b must be positive and Q, nega-
tive. Now let us turn to the function a(t). The
possibility of a real solution is dominated by the
sign

6 =—b +4ec.
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The above cosmological solution is stable against
a small perturbation generated by the introduction
of a small quantity of matter. Actually, this prop-
erty does not depend on our specific model but is
a consequence of the absence of density of matter
in the expanding background.

As a consequence of the energy-balance equa-
tion, and owing to the absence of electric and mag-
netic fields, the stress-energy tensor of the mat-
ter must be conserved. Let us consider a fluid
(dust} with an energy-momentum tensor given by
T,„=(bp)V„V„, where bp is a small density.

We choose the comoving frame in order to set
the fluid velocity V' to have the value V'=6,'. Con-
servation of T",projected in the t/' direction, gives

a ah ac
+~ ~ +

a ah ac
b ab b

+ ~ ~ +
b ab b

aO
aQ'

~ ~

c b~
c bQ'

(40)

(4l)

cache
ca cbc
(abc') =0,

cQ
cG' (42)

(43)

a a I
a a

(44)

in which a dot, as usual, means time derivative.
We limit our discussion here to the case in w'hich

b =c=0. Then, there remain only two equations,

In the case of the Euclidean section, using the re-
sults obtained above, the expansion 0 equals
—,'b(bt +c) '. A direct integration yields

m0=—,a'
where m is a constant. Then we obtain

aV = constant,

(45)

(46)

bp = (bp)(bt+c) '~.

Thus, as time goes on the total perturbation de-
creases showing the stability of the model under
a small injection of matter in our nonlinear-photon
cosmos+

Actually, one can show a result stronger than
this, e.g., that our model universe cannot share
the bending of space-time with a finite density of
matter. This can be seen by a direct inspection on
equations R = 0 and 0 = 0. These two equations spec-
ify the functions a(t) and Q(t), giving no possibility
of inserting another function p(t) in our equations.

VII. THE ANISOTROPIC UNIVERSE

Although there is no possibility of having a non-
null electric and/or magnetic field as a source of
an isotropic world, this is not the case in an an-
isotropic cosmos. Indeed, , cosmological solutions
of Maxwell's equations with a privileged direction
have been analyzed by many authors. In the pres-
ent situation we will show the possibility of having
nonlinear photons as the source of an anisotropic
universe.

Remarkably enough, our solution will have a
null electric and magnetic field but a non-null po-
tential vector pointing in a privileged direction.
We start by considering the general equations
(2) and (4), under such conditions, for a Bianchi
type-I cosmological model. The fundamental
length is given by

dt
A =nz

a
'

We will extend an analysis of this model elsewhere.

VIII. FINAL REMARKS

In this paper w'e have considered the nonminimal
coupling of electrodynamics and gravidynamics.
As a consequence of such coupling the behavior of
electrodynamics is governed by nonlinear equa-
tions. The nonlinear terms can be interpreted as
due to the presence of massive photons, in which
the space-time-dependent photon mass is propor-
tional to the scalar of curvature.

The above model gives an effective modification
of electrodynamics only in those regions in which
the gravitational field is strong, that is, for high
values of the curvature.

The effects of such modification in homogeneous
isotropic/anisotropic cosmological models are
examined in Secs. VI and VII. We show that a
Friedmann-type solution can be found and we give
explicitly the dependence of the radius of curva-
ture with the cosmic time.

Finally, let us point out that in the general case
a non-null scalar of curvature may induce some
new' effects —as, for instance, the decay of the
photon into other particles. The consequences of
this should be a matter for future investigation.
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